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We report the observation of the bottom, doubly-strange baryon Ω−b through the decay chain
Ω−b → J/ψ Ω−, where J/ψ → µ+ µ−, Ω− → ΛK−, and Λ → p pi−, using 4.2 fb−1 of data from
pp¯ collisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV, and recorded with the Collider Detector at Fermilab. A signal is
observed whose probability of arising from a background fluctuation is 4.0× 10−8, or 5.5 Gaussian
standard deviations. The Ω−b mass is measured to be 6054.4 ± 6.8(stat.) ± 0.9(syst.) MeV/c2.
The lifetime of the Ω−b baryon is measured to be 1.13
+0.53
−0.40(stat.) ± 0.02(syst.) ps. In addition,
for the Ξ−b baryon we measure a mass of 5790.9 ± 2.6(stat.) ± 0.8(syst.) MeV/c2 and a lifetime of
1.56+0.27−0.25(stat.) ± 0.02(syst.) ps. Under the assumption that the Ξ−b and Ω−b are produced with
similar kinematic distributions to the Λ0b baryon, we find
σ(Ξ−
b
)B(Ξ−
b
→J/ψ Ξ−)
σ(Λ0
b
)B(Λ0
b
→J/ψΛ)
= 0.167+0.037−0.025(stat.)±
0.012(syst.) and
σ(Ω−
b
)B(Ω−
b
→J/ψ Ω−)
σ(Λ0
b
)B(Λ0
b
→J/ψΛ)
= 0.045+0.017−0.012(stat.) ± 0.004(syst.) for baryons produced with
transverse momentum in the range of 6 − 20 GeV/c.
PACS numbers: 13.30.Eg, 13.60.Rj, 14.20.Mr
∗Deceased †With visitors from aUniversity of Massachusetts Amherst,
4I. INTRODUCTION
Since its inception, the quark model has had great suc-
cess in describing the spectroscopy of hadrons. In par-
ticular, this has been the case for the D and B mesons,
where all of the ground states have been observed [1].
The spectroscopy of c-baryons also agrees well with the
quark model, and a rich spectrum of baryons containing
b quarks is predicted [2]. Until recently, direct observa-
tion of b-baryons has been limited to a single state, the
Λ0b (quark content |udb 〉) [1]. The accumulation of large
data sets from the Tevatron has changed this situation,
and made possible the observation of the Ξ−b (|dsb 〉) [3, 4]
and the Σ
(∗)
b states (|uub 〉, |ddb 〉) [5].
In this paper, we report the observation of an addi-
tional heavy baryon and the measurement of its mass,
lifetime, and relative production rate compared to the Λ0b
production. The decay properties of this state are con-
sistent with the weak decay of a b-baryon. We interpret
our result as the observation of the Ω−b baryon (|ssb 〉).
Observation of this baryon has been previously reported
by the D0 Collaobration [6]. However, the analysis pre-
sented here measures a mass of the Ω−b to be significantly
lower than Ref. [6].
This Ω−b observation is made in pp collisions at a center
of mass energy of 1.96 TeV using the Collider Detector
at Fermilab (CDF II), through the decay chain Ω−b →
J/ψΩ−, where J/ψ → µ+µ−, Ω− → ΛK−, and Λ →
p π−. Charge conjugate modes are included implicitly.
Mass, lifetime, and production rate measurements are
also reported for the Ξ−b , through the similar decay chain
Ξ−b → J/ψ Ξ−, where J/ψ → µ+µ−, Ξ− → Λ π−, and
Λ→ p π−. The production rates of both the Ξ−b and Ω−b
are measured with respect to the Λ0b , which is observed
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through the decay chain Λ0b → J/ψΛ, where J/ψ →
µ+µ−, and Λ→ p π−. These measurements are based on
a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity
of 4.2 fb−1.
The strategy of the analysis presented here is to
demonstrate the reconstruction and property measure-
ments of the Ξ−b and Ω
−
b as natural extensions of mea-
surements that can be made on better known b−hadron
states obtained in the same data. All measurements
made here are performed on the B0 → J/ψK∗(892)0,
K∗(892)0 → K+π− final state, to provide a large sam-
ple for comparison to other measurements. The decay
mode B0 → J/ψK0s , K0s → π+ π− is a second reference
process. The K0s is reconstructed from tracks that are
significantly displaced from the collision, similar to the
final state tracks of the Ξ−b and Ω
−
b . Although its prop-
erties are less well measured than those of the B0, the
Λ0b → J/ψΛ contributes another cross check of this anal-
ysis, since it is a previously measured state that contains
a Λ in its decay chain. The Λ0b also provides the best
state for comparison of relative production rates, since it
is the largest sample of reconstructed b-baryons.
We begin with a brief description of the detector and
its simulation in Sec. II. In Sec. III, the reconstruc-
tion of J/ψ, neutral K, hyperons, and b−hadrons is de-
scribed. Sec. IV discusses the extraction and significance
of the Ω−b signal. In Sec. V, we present measurements of
the properties of the Ξ−b and Ω
−
b , which include particle
masses, lifetimes, and production rates. We conclude in
Sec. VI.
II. DETECTOR DESCRIPTION AND
SIMULATION
The CDF II detector has been described in detail else-
where [7]. This analysis primarily relies upon the track-
ing and muon identification systems. The tracking sys-
tem consists of four different detector subsystems that
operate inside a 1.4 T solenoid. The first of these is
a single layer of silicon detectors (L00) at a radius of
1.35 − 1.6 cm from the axis of the solenoid. It mea-
sures track position in the transverse view with respect
to the beam, which travels along the z direction. A five-
layer silicon detector (SVX II) surrounding L00 measures
track positions at radii of 2.5 to 10.6 cm. Each of these
layers provides a transverse measurement and a stereo
measurement of 90◦ (three layers) or ±1.2◦ (two layers)
with respect to the beam direction. The outermost sil-
icon detector (ISL) lies between 19 cm and 30 cm ra-
dially, and provides one or two track position measure-
ments, depending on the track pseudorapidity (η), where
η ≡ − ln(tan(θ/2)), with θ being the angle between the
particle momentum and the proton beam direction. An
open-cell drift chamber (COT) completes the tracking
system, and covers the radial region from 43 cm to 132
cm. The COT consists of 96 sense-wire layers, arranged
in 8 superlayers of 12 wires each. Four of these superlay-
5ers provide axial measurements and four provide stereo
views of ±2◦.
Electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters surround
the solenoid coil. Muon candidates from the decay
J/ψ → µ+µ− are identified by two sets of drift chambers
located radially outside the calorimeters. The central
muon chambers cover the pseudorapidity region |η| < 0.6,
and detect muons with transverse momentum pT > 1.4
GeV/c, where the transverse momentum pT is defined as
the component of the particle momentum perpendicular
to the proton beam direction. A second muon system
covers the region 0.6 < |η| < 1.0 and detects muons with
pT > 2.0 GeV/c. Muon selection is based on matching
these measurements to COT tracks, both in projected
position and angle. The analysis presented here is based
on events recorded with a trigger that is dedicated to the
collection of a J/ψ → µ+µ− sample. The first level of the
three-level trigger system requires two muon candidates
with matching tracks in the COT and muon chamber
systems. The second level imposes the requirement that
muon candidates have opposite charge and limits the ac-
cepted range of opening angle. The highest level of the
J/ψ trigger reconstructs the muon pair in software, and
requires that the invariant mass of the pair falls within
the range 2.7− 4.0 GeV/c2.
The mass resolution and acceptance for the b−hadrons
used in this analysis are studied with a Monte Carlo sim-
ulation that generates b quarks according to a next-to-
leading-order calculation [8], and produces events con-
taining final state hadrons by simulating b quark frag-
mentation [9]. The final state decay processes are simu-
lated with the EvtGen [10] decay program, a value of
6.12 GeV/c2 is taken for the Ω−b mass, and all simulated
b-hadrons are produced without polarization. The gener-
ated events are input to the detector and trigger simula-
tion based on a GEANT3 description [11] and processed
through the same reconstruction and analysis algorithms
that are used for the data.
III. PARTICLE RECONSTRUCTION METHODS
This analysis combines the trajectories of charged par-
ticles to infer the presence of several different parent
hadrons. These hadrons are distinguished by their life-
times, due to their weak decay. Consequently, it is useful
to define two quantities that are used frequently through-
out the analysis which relate the path of weakly decaying
objects to their points of origin. Both quantities are de-
fined in the transverse view, and make use of the point
of closest approach, ~rc, of the particle trajectory to a
point of origin, and the measured particle decay position,
~rd. The first quantity used here is transverse flight dis-
tance f(h), of hadron h, which is the distance a particle
has traveled in the transverse view. For neutral objects,
flight distance is given by f(h) ≡ (~rd− ~rc)· ~pT (h)/| ~pT (h)|,
where ~pT (h) is the transverse momentum of the hadron
candidate. For charged objects, the flight distance is cal-
culated as the arc length in the transverse view from ~rc
to ~rd. A complementary quantity used in this analysis is
transverse impact distance d(h), which is the distance of
the point of closest approach to the point of origin. For
neutral particles, transverse impact distance is given by
d(h) ≡ |(~rd − ~rc) × ~pT (h)|/| ~pT (h)|. The impact distance
of charged particles is simply the distance from ~rc to the
point of origin. The measurement uncertainty on impact
distance, σd(h), is calculated from the track parameter
uncertainties and the uncertainty on the point of origin.
Several different selection criteria are employed in this
analysis to identify the particles used in b−hadron recon-
struction. These criteria are based on the resolution or
acceptance of the CDF detector. No optimization proce-
dure has been used to determine the exact value of any
selection requirement, since the analysis spans several fi-
nal states and comparisons between optimized selection
requirements would necessarily be model-dependent.
A. J/ψ Reconstruction
The analysis of the data begins with a selection of well-
measured J/ψ → µ+µ− candidates. The trigger require-
ments are confirmed by selecting events that contain two
oppositely charged muon candidates, each with matching
COT and muon chamber tracks. Both muon tracks are
required to have associated position measurements in at
least three layers of the SVX II and a two-track invariant
mass within 80 MeV/c2 of the world-average J/ψ mass
[1]. This range was chosen for consistency with our ear-
lier b−hadron mass measurements [12]. The µ+ µ− mass
distribution obtained in these data is shown in Fig. 1(a).
This data sample provides approximately 2.9× 107 J/ψ
candidates, measured with an average mass resolution of
∼ 20 MeV/c2.
B. Neutral Hadron Reconstruction
The reconstruction of K0s , K
∗(892)0, and Λ candidates
uses all tracks with pT > 0.4 GeV/c found in the COT,
that are not associated with muons in the J/ψ recon-
struction. Pairs of oppositely charged tracks are com-
bined to identify these neutral decay candidates, and
silicon detector information is not used. Candidate se-
lection for these neutral states is based upon the mass
calculated for each track pair, which is required to fall
within the ranges given in Table I after the appropriate
mass assignment for each track.
Candidates for K0s decay are chosen by assigning the
pion mass to each track, and mass is measured with
a resolution of ∼ 6 MeV/c2. Track pairs used for
K∗(892)0 → K+π− candidates have both mass assign-
ments examined. A broad mass selection range is chosen
for the K∗(892)0 signal, due to its natural width of 50
MeV/c2 [1]. In the situation where both assignments
6fall within our selection mass range, only the combina-
tion closest to the nominal K∗(892)0 mass is used. For
Λ→ p π− candidates, the proton (pion) mass is assigned
to the track with the higher (lower) momentum. This
mass assignment is always correct for the Λ candidates
used in this analysis because of the kinematics of Λ decay
and the lower limit in the transverse momentum accep-
tance of the tracking system. Backgrounds to the K0s
(cτ = 2.7 cm) and Λ (cτ = 7.9 cm) [1] are reduced by
requiring the flight distance of the K0s and Λ with respect
to the primary vertex (defined as the beam position in
the transverse view) to be greater than 1.0 cm, which cor-
responds to ∼ 0.6 σ. The mass distribution of the p π−
combinations with pT (Λ) > 2.0 GeV/c is plotted in Fig.
1(b), and contains approximately 3.6×106 Λ candidates.
C. Charged Hyperon Reconstruction
For events that contain a Λ candidate, the remaining
tracks reconstructed in the COT, again without addi-
tional silicon information, are assigned the pion or kaon
mass, and Λ π− or ΛK− combinations are identified that
are consistent with the decay process Ξ− → Λ π− or
Ω− → ΛK−. Analysis of the simulated Ξ−b events shows
that the pT distribution of the π
− daughters of recon-
structed Λ and Ξ− decays falls steeply with increasing
pT (π
−). Consequently, tracks with pT as low as 0.4
GeV/c are used for these reconstructions. The simula-
tion also indicates that the pT distribution of the K
−
daughters from Ω− decay has a higher average value, and
declines with pT much more slowly, than the pT distri-
bution of the pions from Λ or Ξ− decays. A study of the
ΛK− combinatorial backgrounds in two 8 MeV/c2 mass
ranges and centered ±20 MeV/c2 from the Ω− mass in-
dicates that the background track pT distribution is also
steeper than the expected distribution of K− from Ω−
decay. Therefore, pT (K
−) > 1.0 GeV/c is required for
our Ω− sample, which reduces the combinatorial back-
ground by 60%, while reducing the Ω− signal predicted
by our Monte Carlo simulation by 25%.
An illustration of the full Ω−b final state that is re-
constructed in this analysis is shown in Fig. 2. Several
features of the track topology are used to reduce the back-
ground to this process. In order to obtain the best possi-
ble mass resolution for Ξ− and Ω− candidates, the recon-
struction requires a convergent fit of the three tracks that
simultaneously constrains the Λ decay products to the Λ
mass, and the Λ trajectory to intersect with the helix
of the π−(K−) originating from the Ξ−(Ω−) candidate.
In addition, the flight distance of the Λ candidate with
respect to the reconstructed decay vertex of the Ξ−(Ω−)
candidate is required to exceed 1.0 cm. Similarly, due to
the long lifetimes of the Ξ− (cτ = 4.9 cm) and Ω− (cτ
= 2.5 cm) [1], a flight distance of at least 1.0 cm (cor-
responding to ∼ 1.0 σ) with respect to the primary ver-
tex is required. This requirement removes ∼ 75% of the
background to these long-lived particles, due to prompt
particle production.
Possible kinematic reflections are removed from the Ω−
sample by requiring that the combinations in the sample
fall outside the Ξ− mass range listed in Table I when the
candidate K− track is assigned the mass of the π−. In
some instances, the rotation of the π−(K−) helix pro-
duces a situation where two Λ π−(ΛK−) vertices satisfy
the constrained fit and displacement requirements. These
situations are resolved with the tracking measurements
in the longitudinal view. The candidate with the poorer
value of probability P (χ2) for the Ξ−(Ω−) fit is dropped
from the sample. An example of such a combination
is illustrated in Fig. 2. The complexity of the Ξ−(Ω−)
and Λ decays allows for occasional combinations where
the proper identity of the three tracks is ambiguous. An
example is where the π−(K−) candidate track and the
π− candidate track from Λ decay are interchanged, and
the interchanged solution satisfies the various mass and
flight distance requirements. A single, preferred candi-
date is chosen by retaining only the fit combination with
the highest P (χ2) of all the possibilities. Requiring the
impact distance with respect to the primary vertex to be
less than 3σd(h) and pT (h) > 2.0 GeV/c results in the
combinations shown in the Λπ− and ΛK− mass distribu-
tions of Fig. 3. Approximately 41 000 Ξ− and 3500 Ω−
candidates are found in this data sample.
The mass distributions in Fig. 3 show clear Ξ− and
Ω− signals. However, the Ω− signal has a substantially
larger combinatorial background. The kinematics of hy-
peron decay and the lower pT limit of 0.4 GeV/c on the
decay daughter tracks force the majority of charged hy-
peron candidates to have pT > 1.5 GeV/c. This fact,
along with the long lifetimes of the Ξ− and Ω−, results
in a significant fraction of the hyperon candidates having
decay vertices located several centimeters radially out-
ward from the beam position. Therefore, we are able
to refine the charged hyperon reconstruction by making
use of the improved determination of the trajectory that
can be obtained by tracking these particles in the sili-
con detector. The charged hyperon candidates have an
additional fit performed with the three tracks that simul-
taneously constrains both the Λ and Ξ− or Ω− masses
of the appropriate track combinations, and provides the
best possible estimate of the hyperon momentum and
decay position. The result of this fit is used to define a
helix that serves as the seed for an algorithm that as-
sociates silicon detector hits with the charged hyperon
track. Charged hyperon candidates with track measure-
ments in at least one layer of the silicon detector have
excellent impact distance resolution (average of 60 µm)
for the charged hyperon track. The mass distributions
for the subset of the inclusive Λπ− and ΛK− combina-
tions which are found in the silicon detector, and have
an impact distance with respect to the primary vertex
d(h) < 3σd(h) are shown in Fig. 4. This selection provides
approximately 34 700 Ξ− candidates and 1900 Ω− can-
didates with very low combinatorial background, which
allows us to confirm the mass resolutions used to select
7hyperons. Unfortunately, the shorter lifetime of the Ω−
makes the silicon selection less efficient than it is for the
Ξ−. Therefore, silicon detector information on the hy-
peron track is used whenever it is available, but is not
imposed as a requirement for the Ω− selection.
D. b-Hadron Reconstruction
The reconstruction of b-hadron candidates uses the
same method for each of the states reconstructed for this
analysis. The K and hyperon candidates are combined
with the J/ψ candidates by fitting the full four-track
or five-track state with constraints appropriate for each
decay topology and intermediate hadron state. Specifi-
cally, the µ+ µ− mass is constrained to the nominal J/ψ
mass [1], and the neutral K or hyperon candidate is con-
strained to originate from the J/ψ decay vertex. In addi-
tion, the fits that include the charged hyperons constrain
the Λ candidate tracks to the nominal Λ mass [1], and the
Ξ− and Ω− candidates to their respective nominal masses
[1]. The Ξ−b and Ω
−
b mass resolutions obtained from simu-
lated events are found to be approximately 12 MeV/c2, a
value that is comparable to the mass resolution obtained
with the CDF II detector for other b-hadrons with a J/ψ
meson in the final state [12].
The selection used to reconstruct b-hadrons is chosen
to be as generally applicable as possible, in order to min-
imize systematic effects in rate comparisons, and to pro-
vide confidence that the observation of Ω−b → J/ψΩ−
is not an artifact of the selection. Therefore, the final
samples of all b-hadrons used in this analysis are selected
with a small number of requirements that can be ap-
plied to any b-hadron candidate. First, b-hadron can-
didates are required to have pT > 6.0 GeV/c and the
neutral K or hyperon to have pT > 2.0 GeV/c. These
pT requirements restrict the sample to candidates that
are within the kinematic range where our acceptance is
well modeled. Mass ranges are imposed on the decay
products of the K and hyperon candidates based on ob-
served mass resolution or natural width, as listed in Table
I. The promptly-produced combinatorial background is
suppressed by rejecting candidates with low proper de-
cay time, t ≡ f(B)M(B)/(c pT (B)), where M(B) is the
measured mass, pT (B) is the transverse momentum, and
f(B) is the flight distance of the b-hadron candidate mea-
sured with respect to the primary vertex.
Combinations that are inconsistent with having origi-
nated from the collision are rejected by imposing an up-
per limit on the impact distance of the b-hadron candi-
date measured with respect to the primary vertex dPV .
Similarly, the trajectory of the decay hadron is required
to originate from the b-hadron decay vertex by imposing
an upper limit on its impact distance dµµ with respect
to the vertex found in the J/ψ fit. These two impact
distance quantities are compared to their measurement
uncertainties σdPV and σdµµ when they are used.
TABLE I: Mass ranges around the nominal mass value [1]
used for the b-hadron decay products.
Resonance (Final State) Mass range (MeV/c2)
J/ψ (µ+µ−) ±80
K∗(892)0 (K+π−) ±30
K0s (π
+π−) ±20
Λ (pπ−) ±9
Ξ− (Λπ−) ±9
Ω− (ΛK−) ±8
IV. OBSERVATION OF THE DECAY Ω−b →
J/ψΩ−
The J/ψΩ− mass distribution with dPV < 3σdPV and
dµµ < 3σdµµ is shown in Fig. 5 for the full sample and
two different requirements of ct. The samples with a ct
requirement of 100 µm or greater show clear evidence of a
resonance near a mass of 6.05 GeV/c2, with a width con-
sistent with our measurement resolution. Mass sideband
regions have been defined as 8 MeV/c2 wide ranges, cen-
tered 20 MeV/c2 above and below the nominal Ω− mass,
as indicated in Fig. 3. The J/ψΛK− mass distribution
for combinations that populate the Ω− mass sideband
regions is shown in Fig. 6(a). In addition, the J/ψΛK+
distribution for combinations where the ΛK+ mass pop-
ulates the Ω− signal region is shown in Fig. 6(b). No
evidence of any mass resonance structure appears in ei-
ther of these distributions.
The only selection criteria unique to this analysis are
those used in the Ω− selection. Therefore, the quantities
used in the Ω− selection were varied to provide confidence
that the resonance structure centered at 6.05 GeV/c2 is
not peculiar to the values of the selection requirements
that were chosen. The first selection criterion that was
varied is the ΛK− mass range used to define the Ω−
sample. For the candidates that satisfy the selection used
in Fig. 5(c), the ΛK− mass range was opened to ±50
MeV/c2. The ΛK− mass distribution for combinations
with a J/ψΛK− mass in the range 6.0 − 6.1 GeV/c2 is
shown in Fig 7(a). A clear indication of an Ω− signal
can be seen, as expected for a real decay process. The
ΛK− mass range of ±8 MeV/c2 used in the selection was
chosen to be inclusive for all likely Ω− candidates. More
restrictive mass ranges for the Ω− selection are shown
in Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(c), where the ΛK− mass
range is reduced to ±6 and±4 MeV/c2, respectively. The
apparent excess of J/ψΩ− combinations in the 6.0− 6.1
GeV/c2 mass range is retained for these more restrictive
requirements.
A transverse flight requirement of 1 cm is used for the
Ω− selection. A lower value allows more promptly pro-
duced background into the sample, due to our measure-
ment resolution. A higher value reduces our acceptance,
due to the decay of the Ω−. Two variations of the flight
requirement are shown in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b). No
8striking changes in the J/ψΩ− mass distribution appear
for these variations. A more restrictive flight cut can
also be imposed, which limits the sample to Ω− candi-
dates that are measured in the SVXII (inner radius is 2.5
cm), and provides the extremely pure Ω− sample seen in
Fig. 4. Two candidates in the 6.0 − 6.1 GeV/c2 mass
range are retained, and no others in the range expected
for the Ω−b .
A pT (K
−) > 1.0 GeV/c requirement is used in the Ω−
selection, to reduce the background due to tracks from
fragmentation and other sources. The effect of three dif-
ferent selection values is shown in Fig 9. The excess of
J/ψΩ− combinations in the mass range 6.0−6.1 GeV/c2
appears for all pT (K
−) values shown, and is probably
a higher fraction of the total combinations seen for the
more restrictive requirements. We conclude that the ex-
cess of J/ψΩ− combinations near 6.05 GeV/c2 is not an
artifact of our selection process.
The mass, yield, and significance of the resonance can-
didate in Fig. 5(c) are obtained by performing an un-
binned likelihood fit on the mass distribution of candi-
dates. The likelihood function that is maximized has the
form
L =
N∏
i
(fsPsi + (1− fs)Pbi )
=
N∏
i
(fsG(mi,m0, smσ
m
i ) + (1− fs)Pn(mi)) , (1)
where N is the number of candidates in the sample, Psi
and Pbi are the probability distribution functions for the
signal and background, respectively, G(mi,m0, smσ
m
i ) is
a Gaussian distribution with average m0 and character-
istic width smσ
m
i to describe the signal, mi is the mass
obtained for a single J/ψΩ− candidate, σmi is the resolu-
tion on that mass, and Pn(mi) is a polynomial of order
n. The quantities obtained from the fitting procedure in-
clude fs, the fraction of the candidates identified as sig-
nal, m0, the best average mass value, sm, a scale factor
on the mass resolution, and the coefficients of Pn(mi).
Two applications of this mass fit are used with the
J/ψΩ− combinations shown in Fig. 5c. For this data
sample, all background polynomials are first order and
the mass resolution is fixed to 12 MeV/c2. The first of
these fits allows the remaining parameters to vary. The
second application corresponds to the null signal hypoth-
esis, and fixes fs = 0.0, thereby removing fs and m0 as
fitting variables. The value of −2 lnL for the null hypoth-
esis exceeds the fit with variable fs by 27.9 units for the
sample with ct > 100µm. We interpret this as equiva-
lent to a χ2 with two degrees of freedom (one each for fs
and m0), whose probability of occurrence is 8.7 × 10−7,
corresponding to a 4.9σ significance. This calculation
was checked by a second technique, which used a simu-
lation to estimate the probability for a pure background
sample to produce the observed signal anywhere within a
400 MeV/c2 range. The simulation randomly distributed
the number of entries in Fig. 5c over its mass range. Each
resulting distribution was then fit with both the null hy-
pothesis and where fs and m0 are allowed to vary. The
simulation result, based on the distribution of δ(2 lnL)
from 107 trials, confirmed the significance obtained by
the ratio-of-likelihoods test.
An alternative to the mass fit obtained by maximiz-
ing Eq. (1) is to simultaneously fit mass and lifetime
information. This can be accomplished by replacing the
probability distribution functions used in the likelihood
definition. Lifetime information for the signal term can
be added by setting Psi = Ps,mi Ps,cti where Ps,mi is the
mass distribution as in Eq. (1), and Ps,cti describes the
distribution in ct. The background can have both prompt
and b-hadron decay contributions. These are included by
setting Pbi = (1 − fB)Pp,mi Pp,cti + fBPB,mi PB,cti where
Pp,mi and Pp,cti are the prompt mass and lifetime terms,
PB,mi and PB,cti are the b-hadron decay terms, and fB
is the fraction of the background due to b-hadron decay.
The time distribution of the prompt background Pp,cti is
simply due to measurement resolution and is given by
G(cti, 0, σ
ct
i ), where cti is the ct of candidate i, and σ
ct
i
is its measurement resolution. The time probability dis-
tribution of the signal is an exponential convoluted with
the measurement resolution, given by
S(cti, cτ, σcti ) =
1
cτ
exp
(
1
2
(
σcti
cτ
)2
− cti
cτ
)
erfc
(
σcti√
2cτ
− cti√
2σcti
)
,(2)
where τ is the b-hadron lifetime. A similar model is used
for the b-hadron decay background. Therefore, these
time distributions are given by Ps,cti = S(cti, cτ, σcti ) and
PB,cti = S(cti, cτB, σcti ), and the new likelihood becomes
L =
N∏
i
(
fsPs,mi Ps,cti +
(1− fs)((1 − fB)Pp,mi Pp,cti +
fBPB,mi PB,cti )
)
. (3)
The simultaneous mass and lifetime likelihood in Eq.
(3) is maximized for two different conditions. Both cal-
culations use σmi = 12 MeV/c, and σ
ct
i = 30 µm, which
is the average resolution found for all other final states
reconstructed in this analysis. The first maximization
allows all other parameters to vary in the fit. The sec-
ond calculation fixes fs = 0.0, as was done for the mass
fit. The value of −2 lnL obtained for the null hypothesis
is higher than the value obtained for the fully varying
calculation by 37.3 units. We interpret this as equiva-
lent to a χ2 with three degrees of freedom, which has a
probability of occurrence of 4.0 × 10−8, or a 5.5σ fluc-
tuation. Consequently, we interpret the J/ψΩ− mass
distributions shown in Fig. 5 to be the observation of a
weakly decaying resonance, with a width consistent with
9the detector resolution. We treat this resonance as ob-
servation of the Ω−b baryon through the decay process
Ω−b → J/ψΩ−.
V. Ξ−b AND Ω
−
b PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS
For the measurement of Ω−b properties, the impact dis-
tance requirements placed on the J/ψΩ− sample dis-
cussed above are not used. These requirements reduce
the combinatorial background to the Ω−b signal, but do
not have the same efficiency for other b-hadrons, since the
silicon detector efficiency for the charged hyperons is dif-
ferent for each state. Consequently, the charged hyperon
helix with silicon detector measurements is not used any
further. The remainder of the analysis uses silicon infor-
mation only on the muons of the final states. The hadron
tracks are all measured exclusively in the COT to achieve
uniformity across all the b-hadron states discussed in this
paper.
A. Mass Measurements
To reduce the background to b-hadrons due to prompt
production, a ct > 100µm requirement is placed on
all candidates for inclusion in the mass measurements.
Masses are calculated by maximizing the likelihood func-
tion given in Eq. (1). The mass distributions of the can-
didates are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, along with projec-
tions of the fit function. The results of this fit are listed in
Table II. The resolution scale factor used for the Ω−b fit is
fixed to the value obtained from the Ξ−b , since the small
sample size makes a scale factor calculation unreliable.
The mass difference between the B0 as measured in the
J/ψK0s and the nominal B
0 mass value is 0.7 MeV/c2
[1]. This measurement is the best calibration available
to establish the mass scale of the baryons measured with
hyperons in the final state, because it involves a J/ψ and
displaced tracks. Therefore, we use this B0 mass dis-
crepancy to establish the systematic uncertainty on the
Ξ−b and Ω
−
b mass measurements. For the B
0 → J/ψK0s
mass measurement, approximately 3595 MeV/c2 is taken
up by the masses of the daughter particles. The remain-
ing 1685 MeV/c2 is measured by the tracking system.
This measured mass contribution is approximately 1370
MeV/c2 for the Ξ−b and 1290 MeV/c
2 for the Ω−b , corre-
sponding to ∼ 80% of the B0 value. Consequently, we
take this fraction of the B0 mass measurement discrep-
ancy to give an estimated systematic uncertainty of 0.55
MeV/c2 for the Ξ−b and Ω
−
b mass scale.
A shift of 0.5 MeV/c2 is seen in our mass measurement
of the Λ0b , depending on whether the σ
m
i used in the fit
is a constant 12 MeV/c2 or is calculated for each event,
based on the track parameter uncertainties. This effect
is not statistically significant, but could appear in the Ξ−b
and Ω−b mass calculations. Therefore, it is considered to
be a systematic uncertainty. In addition, variations of
±0.3 MeV/c2 appear if the uncertainty scale factor sm
is varied over the range 1.1 − 1.5. Finally, the Ξ−b and
Ω−b mass calculations depend on the rest masses of the
decay daughters, since mass constraints are used in the
candidate fit. Only uncertainty on the mass of the Ω−,
which is known to ±0.3 MeV/c2 [1], contributes signifi-
cantly. The quadrature sum of these effects is taken to
obtain the final systematic uncertainty of 0.8 MeV/c2
for the Ξ−b mass measurement, and 0.9 MeV/c
2 for the
Ω−b mass measurement. The mass of the Ξ
−
b is found
to be 5790.9 ± 2.6(stat.) ± 0.8(syst.) MeV/c2, which is
in agreement with, and supersedes, our previous mea-
surement [4]. The mass of the Ω−b is measured to be
6054.4 ± 6.8(stat.) ± 0.9(syst.) MeV/c2. This value is
consistent with most predictions of the Ω−b mass, which
fall in the range 6010− 6070 GeV/c2 [2].
B. Lifetime Measurements
The lifetime of b-hadrons is measured in this analysis
by a technique that is insensitive to the detailed lifetime
characteristics of the background. This allows a lifetime
calculation to be performed on a relatively small sample,
since a large number of events is not needed for a back-
ground model to be developed. The data are binned in
ct, and the number of signal candidates in each ct bin
is compared to the value that is expected for a particle
with a given lifetime and measurement resolution.
The calculation begins by expanding Eq. (1) into a
form that is binned in ct. We maximize a likelihood func-
tion of the form
L =
Nb∏
j=1
Nj∏
i=1
[
fjG(mi,m0, smσ
m
i ) + (1− fj)P 1j (mi)
]
,
(4)
where Nb is the number of ct bins, Nj is the number of
candidates in bin j, fj is the signal fraction found for bin
j, and P 1j (mi) is a first order polynomial for bin j that
describes the background. This fit finds a single value of
mass and resolution for all the data, and provides a best
estimate of the number of candidates in each ct range.
The maximization of Eq. (4) provides a fraction
Rj of the total signal in ct bin j given by Rj =
fjNj/
∑Nb
i=1 fiNi and its measurement uncertainty σRj .
The lifetime τ can then be calculated by maximizing the
likelihood function given by
L =
Nb∏
j=1
G(Rj , wj , σRj ) (5)
where wj is the fraction of the signal that is calculated
to occupy bin j. The measured lifetime distribution of
b-hadrons is a resolution-smeared exponential, given by
Eq. (2). The expected content of each ct bin is then
given by wj =
∫ ctj
high
ctj
low
S((ct), cτ, σ(ct))d(ct) where ctjhigh
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TABLE II: Masses obtained for b-hadrons.
Resonance Candidates Mass (MeV/c2) Resolution Scale
B0(J/ψK∗(892)0) 15181± 200 5279.2± 0.2 0.98± 0.02
B0(J/ψK0s ) 7424± 113 5280.2± 0.2 1.04± 0.02
Λ0b 1509± 58 5620.3± 0.5 1.04± 0.02
Ξ−b 61± 10 5790.9± 2.6 1.3± 0.2
Ω−b 12± 4 6054.4± 6.8 1.3
and ctjlow are the boundaries of ct bin j.
In this application of the lifetime calculation, five bins
in ct were used for all samples except the Ω−b , where the
small sample size motivated the use of four bins. Studies
with the B0 sample indicate that little additional pre-
cision is gained by using more than five ct bins. The
bin boundary between the lowest two bins was chosen to
be ct1high = 100µm. This choice has the effect of plac-
ing the largest fraction of the combinatorial background
into the first bin. The remaining bin boundaries were
chosen to place an equal number of candidates into each
remaining bin, assuming they follow an exponential dis-
tribution with a characteristic lifetime given by the initial
value, cτinit, chosen for the fit. This algorithm gives the
lower bin edges for the second and subsequent bins at
ctjlow = ct
1
high − cτinit ln
(
Nb−j
Nb−1
)
. The lowest (highest)
bin is unbounded on the low (high) side.
All final states used in this analysis have three or more
SVX II hits on each muon track, but not on any of the
other tracks in the reconstruction. This provides a com-
parable ct resolution across the final states, which falls
in the range 15µm < σcti < 40µm. The average value of
σcti obtained from the B
0 and Λ0b candidates is 30 µm,
and this value was used in the lifetime fits. The signal
yields and lifetimes obtained by maximizing Eq. (5) ap-
pear in Table III along with the statistical uncertainties
on these quantities. Comparisons between the number
of candidates in each ct bin and the fit values are shown
in Figs. 12 and 13. The fits for the B0 and Λ0b were re-
peated for a variety of different σcti over the range from
0 to 60µm. The resulting value of cτ varied by ±2µm,
which is taken as a systematic uncertainty due to the
treatment of σcti . The B
0 and Λ0b cτ varied by ±5µm for
different choices of Nb, so this is considered an additional
possible systematic uncertainty. No systematic effect has
been seen due to the choice of cτinit, which was chosen
to be 475 µm for the B0, Λ0b and Ξ
−
b , and 250 µm for the
Ω−b . Systematic effects due to the detector mis-alignment
are estimated not to exceed 1µm. The estimates of these
effects, combined in quadrature, provide a systematic un-
certainty of 6µm on the B0 lifetime measurements, a rel-
ative uncertainty of 1.3%. The results of the B0 lifetime
measurements are consistent with the nominal value of
459 ± 6µm [1], which serves as a check on the analysis
technique. In addition, the lifetime result obtained here
for the Λ0b is consistent with our previous measurement
[13], which was based on a continuous lifetime fit simi-
lar to Eq. (3). Consequently, a systematic uncertainty
TABLE III: Signal yields and lifetimes obtained for the b-
hadrons.
Resonance Yield cτ (µm)
B0(J/ψK∗(892)0) 17250± 305 453± 6
B0(J/ψK0s ) 9424± 167 448± 7
Λ0b 1934± 93 472± 17
Ξ−b 66
+14
−9 468
+82
−74
Ω−b 16
+6
−4 340
+160
−120
of 1.3% of the central lifetime value is taken for the b-
baryon lifetime measurements. We measure the lifetime
of the Ξ−b to be 1.56
+0.27
−0.25(stat.)± 0.02(syst.) ps and the
lifetime of the Ω−b to be 1.13
+0.53
−0.40(stat.)± 0.02(syst.) ps.
C. Relative Production Rate Measurements
A further goal of this analysis is to measure the pro-
duction rates of the Ξ−b and Ω
−
b , relative to the more
plentiful Λ0b , where we measure ratios of cross section
times branching fractions. In the case of the Ξ−b , we
evaluate
σ(Ξ−b )B(Ξ−b → J/ψ Ξ−)B(Ξ− → Λ π−)
σ(Λ0b)B(Λ0b → J/ψΛ)
=
Ndata(Ξ
−
b → J/ψ Ξ−)
Ndata(Λ0b → J/ψΛ)
ǫΛ0
b
ǫΞ−
b
. (6)
where σ(h) is the production cross section of hadron h, B
corresponds to the indicated branching fractions, Ndata
are the number of indicated candidates seen in the data,
and ǫh is the acceptance and reconstruction efficiency for
hadron h. A similar expression for the Ω−b applies as well.
The hyperon branching fractions are well measured,
and we use the nominal values for these quantities [1].
The number of events for each state is obtained from the
lifetime fit technique described previously (Sec. VB) and
listed in Table III. The acceptance and efficiency terms
require careful consideration because the acceptance of
the CDF tracking system is not well modeled for tracks
with pT < 400 MeV/c. Consequently, the calculation of
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total acceptance is dependent on the assumed pT distri-
bution of the particle of interest. Simple application of
our simulation to estimate the total efficiency would leave
the results with a dependence on the underlying genera-
tion model [8] which is difficult to estimate. Therefore, a
strategy has been adopted to reduce the sensitivity of the
relative rate measurement to the simulation assumptions.
This method divides the data into subsets, defined by
limited ranges of pT . The efficiency over a limited range
of pT can be calculated more reliably, since the variation
of a reasonable simulation model, such as the one used
here, is small over the limited pT range.
As was done with the mass and lifetime measurements,
the B0 sample is used as a reference point for the relative
rate measurement. In analogy to Eq. (6), the ratio of
branching fractions for the B0 is given by
B(B0 → J/ψK0)B(K0 → K0s )B(K0s → π+ π−)
B(B0 → J/ψK∗(892)0)B(K∗(892)0 → K+ π−) =
Ndata(B
0 → J/ψK0s )
Ndata(B0 → J/ψK∗(892)0)
ǫK∗(892)0
ǫK0s
. (7)
The branching fractions are taken to be B(K0 → K0s ) =
0.5, B(K∗(892)0 → K+ π−) = 2/3 and B(K0s →
π+ π−) = 0.692 [1]. The number of candidates for each
final state obtained for several pT ranges is then com-
bined with the acceptance and reconstruction efficiency
for that range to obtain the ratio of branching fractions
indicated in Table IV. The full range of 6−20 GeV/c was
chosen to correspond to the range of data available in the
Ξ−b and Ω
−
b samples. These results are consistent with
the nominal value of 0.655± 0.038 [1] for the branching
fraction ratio, and provide confirmation of the accuracy
of the detector simulation for these states.
The samples of Ξ−b and Ω
−
b are too small to be divided
into ranges of pT , as is done for the B
0. Therefore, the ac-
ceptance and reconstruction efficiency must be obtained
over the wider range of 6-20 GeV/c, and a production
distribution as a function of pT must be assumed over
this range. The production distribution used here is de-
rived from the data, rather than adopting a theoretically
motivated model. The derivation assumes that the Ξ−b
and Ω−b are produced with the same pT distribution as
the Λ0b . We then use the observed pT distribution of Λ
0
b
production to obtain the total efficiency for the Ξ−b and
Ω−b states.
The first step in obtaining the total acceptance and
reconstruction efficiency terms is to divide the Λ0b sam-
ple into several ranges of pT . The number of candidates
is found by fitting each sample with the likelihood de-
fined in Eq. (1). The reconstruction efficiency for the Λ0b
in each range of pT was obtained by simulating events
through the full detector simulation. The yield and effi-
ciency are then combined to give a quantity that is pro-
portional to σ(Λ0b)B(Λ0b → J/ψΛ) for each range of pT .
The acceptance and reconstruction efficiency terms for
each pT range, ǫΞb(pT )j , are simply obtained from the
simulation. The total reconstruction efficiency over the
full range of pT is ǫΞb =
∑Nj
j f
Λ0b
j ǫΞb(pT )j where Nj is
the number of pT ranges, and f
Λ0b
j is the fraction of the
Λ0b produced in pT range j. These factors and their sta-
tistical uncertainties appear in Table V. The pT inte-
grated acceptance and efficiency terms are then used to
solve Eq. (6) for the relative rates of production. The
Λ0b yield in the pT range of 6 − 20 GeV/c is 1812 ± 61,
while 66+16−9 and 16
+6
−4 are found for the Ξ
−
b and Ω
−
b , re-
spectively. The relative production ratios are 0.167+0.037−0.025
for the Ξ−b and 0.045
+0.017
−0.012 for the Ω
−
b where these un-
certainties are statistical, and contain the contributions
from the Λ0b measurements.
The total uncertainty on the efficiency contains contri-
butions from both the calculation of f
Λ0b
j and the size of
the sample used for the simulation. These contributions
were added, to obtain a total relative uncertainty on the
efficiency terms of 6%. The simulation of the tracking
system is accurate to within 3% for the five-track final
states used in this analysis [14]. An additional 0.3%
is assigned to the Ω−, due to our characterization
of the material in the detector and its effect on the
K− tracking efficiency. The uncertainty on the Ξ−
branching fraction does not contribute significantly,
and the Ω− branching fraction is known to within 1%.
The mass of the Ω−b used in the simulation was varied
over the range 6.0 − 6.19 GeV/c2, and the efficiency
calculations were repeated. The efficiency was found
to remain constant to within 5%. We assign this
value as an additional systematic uncertainty on the
Ω−b efficiency. An additional systematic uncertainty
of 2.5% due to the Λ0b yield is obtained by varying
cτ(Λ0b) over a ±50 µm range. These systematic effects
were combined in quadrature to provide an estimate
for the total relative systematic uncertainty on the
production ratios of 7% for the Ξ−b and 9% for the Ω
−
b .
Our measurements of the relative production rates are
σ(Ξ−
b
)B(Ξ−
b
→J/ψΞ−)
σ(Λ0
b
)B(Λ0
b
→J/ψΛ)
= 0.167+0.037−0.025(stat.) ± 0.012(syst.)
and
σ(Ω−
b
)B(Ω−
b
→J/ψΩ−)
σ(Λ0
b
)B(Λ0
b
→J/ψ Λ)
= 0.045+0.017−0.012(stat.) ±
0.004(syst.) for the Ξ−b and Ω
−
b , respectively.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have used data collected with the
CDF II detector at the Tevatron to observe the Ω−b
in pp collisions. The reconstruction used for this ob-
servation and the techniques for measuring the prop-
erties of the Ω−b are used on other b-hadron proper-
ties that have been measured previously, which pro-
vide a precise calibration for the analysis. A signal
of 16+6−4 Ω
−
b candidates, with a significance equivalent
to 5.5σ when combining both mass and lifetime infor-
mation, is seen in the decay channel Ω−b → J/ψΩ−
with J/ψ → µ+ µ−, Ω− → Λ π−, and Λ → p π−.
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TABLE IV: The yields of B0 candidates obtained for several ranges of pT (B
0) and the branching fraction ratio obtained for
each subset.
pT (GeV/c) B
0 → J/ψK∗(892)0 B0 → J/ψK0s B(B
0→J/ψK0)
B(B0→J/ψK∗(892)0)
6− 7.5 2640± 74 1196± 23 0.59± 0.04
7.5− 9 2687± 52 1361± 50 0.64± 0.03
9− 11 3189± 49 1685± 34 0.63± 0.03
11− 14 3243± 54 1615± 50 0.64± 0.03
14− 20 2787± 56 1321± 27 0.63± 0.03
6− 20 14546± 129 7178± 98 0.628± 0.014
TABLE V: The efficiencies of Ξb and Ωb candidates obtained for several ranges of pT and the fraction of Λ
0
b events produced
for each range. For the total efficiency over the pT range 6 − 20 GeV/c2, the first uncertainty term is due to the Λ0b sample,
and the second is due to the simulation sample size.
pT (GeV/c) f
Λ0b
j ǫΛ0b (pT )× 10
−2 ǫΞb(pT )× 10−3 ǫΩb(pT )× 10−3
6− 7.5 0.411± 0.031 1.40± 0.04 2.37± 0.14 2.21± 0.17
7.5− 9 0.277± 0.020 2.59± 0.06 4.96± 0.28 6.73± 0.41
9− 11 0.168± 0.011 4.14± 0.10 9.40± 0.44 11.54± 0.61
11− 14 0.092± 0.006 6.39± 0.14 16.08± 0.71 23.26± 1.02
14− 20 0.052± 0.005 9.32± 0.22 24.19± 1.11 40.27± 1.96
6− 20 3.07± 0.14± 0.04 6.67± 0.22± 0.17 8.96± 0.32± 0.24
The mass of this baryon is measured to be 6054.4 ±
6.8(stat.) ± 0.9(syst.) MeV/c2, which is consistent with
theoretical expectations [2]. In addition, we measure the
lifetime of the Ω−b to be 1.13
+0.53
−0.40(stat.) ± 0.02(syst.)
ps, and the Ω−b production relative to the Λ
0
b to be
σ(Ω−
b
)B(Ω−
b
→J/ψΩ−)
σ(Λ0
b
)B(Λ0
b
→J/ψ Λ)
= 0.045+0.017−0.012(stat.) ± 0.004(syst.).
The additional data available to this analysis allows an
update to our previous Ξ−b mass measurement [4]. A
new value of 5790.9 ± 2.6(stat.) ± 0.8(syst.) MeV/c2 is
obtained for the Ξ−b mass. The lifetime of the Ξ
−
b is mea-
sured to be 1.56+0.27−0.25(stat.)± 0.02(syst.) ps, which is the
first measurement of this quantity in a fully reconstructed
final state. Finally, the relative production of the Ξ−b
compared to the Λ0b is found to be
σ(Ξ−
b
)B(Ξ−
b
→J/ψΞ−)
σ(Λ0
b
)B(Λ0
b
→J/ψ Λ)
=
0.167+0.037−0.025(stat.)± 0.012(syst.).
The first reported observation of the Ω−b measured a
mass of 6165±10(stat.)±13(syst.) MeV/c2 [6]. The mass
measurement presented here differs from Ref. [6] by 111±
12(stat.) ± 14(syst.) MeV/c2, where we have combined
the statistical uncertainties of the two measurements in
quadrature, and summed the systematic uncertainties.
The two measurements appear to be inconsistent.
The relative rate measurement presented in Ref. [6]
is
f(b→Ω−
b
)B(Ω−
b
→J/ψΩ−)
f(b→Ξ−
b
)B(Ξ−
b
→J/ψΞ−)
= 0.80 ± 0.32(stat.)+0.14−0.22(syst.)
where f(b → Ω−b ) and f(b → Ξ−b ) are the frac-
tions of b quarks that hadronize to Ω−b and Ξ
−
b . The
equivalent quantity taken from the present analysis is
σ(Ω−
b
)B(Ω−
b
→J/ψΩ−)
σ(Ξ−
b
)B(Ξ−
b
→J/ψΞ−)
= 0.27±0.12(stat.)±0.01(syst.). Nei-
ther measurement is very precise, since a ratio is taken of
two small samples. Nevertheless, this analysis indicates a
rate of Ω−b production substantially lower than Ref. [6].
Consequently, the analysis presented here is not able to
confirm the Ω−b observation reported in Ref. [6]. Future
work is needed to resolve the discrepancy between the
two results.
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FIG. 1: (a) The µ+ µ− mass distribution obtained in an in-
tegrated luminosity of 4.2 fb−1. The mass range used for the
J/ψ sample is indicated by the shaded area. (b) The p pi−
mass distribution obtained in events containing J/ψ candi-
dates. The mass range used for the Λ sample is indicated by
the shaded area.
FIG. 2: An illustration (not to scale) of the Ω−b → J/ψΩ−,
J/ψ → µ+ µ−, Ω− → ΛK−, and Λ→ p pi− final state as seen
in the view transverse to the beam direction. Five charged
tracks are used to identify three decay vertices. The final
fit of these track trajectories constrains the decay hadrons
(J/ψ, Ω−, and Λ) to their nominal masses and the helix of the
Ω− to originate from the J/ψ decay vertex. The trajectory
of the K− is projected back, indicated by a dotted curve, to
illustrate how an alternative, incorrect intersection with the Λ
trajectory could exist. A comparison of the fit quality of the
two ΛK− intersections is used to choose a preferred solution.
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FIG. 3: The invariant mass distributions of (a) Λpi− combi-
nations and (b) ΛK− combinations in events containing J/ψ
candidates. Shaded areas indicate the mass ranges used for
Ξ− and Ω− candidates. The dashed histograms in each dis-
tribution correspond to Λpi+(a) and ΛK+(b) combinations.
Additional shading in (b) correspond to sideband regions dis-
cussed in Section IV.
FIG. 4: The invariant mass distributions of (a) Λpi− com-
binations and (b) ΛK− combinations in events containing
J/ψ candidates. These combinations require silicon informa-
tion to be used on the hyperon track and the impact distance
with respect to the primary vertex must not exceed three
times its measurement resolution. Shaded areas indicate the
mass ranges used for Ξ− and Ω− candidates. The dashed his-
tograms in each distribution correspond to Λpi+ and ΛK+
combinations.
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FIG. 5: (a) The mass distribution of all J/ψ Ω− combinations.
(b) The J/ψΩ− mass distribution for candidates with ct >
0. This requirement removes half of the combinations due
to prompt production. (c) The J/ψΩ− mass distribution
for candidates with ct > 100µm. This requirement removes
nearly all combinations directly produced in the pp¯ collision.
FIG. 6: (a) The invariant mass distributions of J/ψ ΛK−
combinations for candidates with ΛK− in the Ω− sidebands.
(b) The invariant mass distributions of J/ψΛK+ combina-
tions for candidates with ΛK+ in the Ω− signal range. All
other selection requirements are as in Fig. 5(c).
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FIG. 7: (a) The invariant mass distribution of ΛK− com-
binations for candidates with J/ψΛK− masses in the range
6.0 - 6.1 GeV/c2. (b) The invariant mass distribution of
J/ψΛK− combinations for candidates with ΛK− masses
within 6 MeV/c2 of the Ω− mass. (c) The invariant mass
distributions of J/ψΛK− combinations for candidates with
ΛK− masses within 4 MeV/c2 of the Ω− mass. All other
selection requirements are as in Fig. 5(c).
FIG. 8: (a,b) The invariant mass distribution of J/ψΩ−
combinations for candidates where the transverse flight re-
quirement of the Ω− is greater than 0.5 cm and 2.0 cm. (c)
The invariant mass distribution of J/ψΩ− combinations for
candidates with at least one SVXII measurement on the Ω−
track. All other selection requirements are as in Fig. 5(c).
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FIG. 9: The invariant mass distributions of J/ψΩ− combi-
nations for candidates with three alternative requirements for
the transverse momentum of the K−. (a) pT (K
−) > 0.8
GeV/c. (b) pT (K
−) > 1.2 GeV/c. (c) pT (K
−) > 1.4 GeV/c.
All other selection requirements are as in Fig. 5(c).
FIG. 10: The invariant mass distributions of (a)
J/ψK∗(892)0, (b) J/ψ K0s , and (c) J/ψΛ combinations for
candidates with ct > 100µm. The projections of the unbinned
mass fits are indicated by the dashed histograms.
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FIG. 11: The invariant mass distributions of (a) J/ψ Ξ− and
(b) J/ψ Ω− combinations for candidates with ct > 100µm.
The projections of the unbinned mass fit are indicated by the
dashed histograms.
FIG. 12: The solid histograms represent the number of (a)
B0 → J/ψK∗(892)0, (b) B0 → J/ψK0s , and (c) Λ0b → J/ψΛ
candidates found in each ct bin. The dashed histogram is the
fit value. Yields and fit values are normalized to candidates
per cm, and the bin edges are indicated. The highest and low-
est bins are not bounded, but are truncated here for display
purposes.
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FIG. 13: The solid histograms represent the number of (a)
Ξ−b → J/ψ Ξ− and (b) Ω−b → J/ψΩ− candidates found in
each ct bin. The dashed histogram is the fit value. Yields
and fit values are normalized to candidates per cm, and the
bin edges are indicated. The highest and lowest bins are not
bounded, but are truncated here for display purposes.
